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2. What is the digital economy ?
based on digital computing technologies, a.k.a. the Internet economy
increasingly blurred boundaries with the traditional economy
3 main identifiers of digital economy:











e-business infrastructure (hardware, software, telecoms, networks,
human capital, etc.),
e-business (how business is conducted, any process that an organization
conducts over computer-mediated networks),
e-commerce (transfer of goods, for example when a book is sold online)

No dependence on physical presence
Inherent characteristic : disruption and pervasiveness









Amazon disrupted e-commerce
Uber disrupted regulated transport
Cryptocurrencies may disrupt the banking sector

Tax sovereignty v/s the elimination of frontiers
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3. Digital economy business models
subscription model, in which users pay a subscription fee to have access to
a service or content on a website such as Amazon or Netflix
advertisement model, in which the end-users generate revenue by being
exposed to advertising in platforms provided by companies such as
YouTube or Facebook
access model, in which content and app developers (Internet Service
Providers, data brokers and data analysts) pay to have access to end-users’
data such as App store, Facebook
online marketplaces: eBay
peer-to-peer services: AirBnB, Uber (commission-based)
Tax issues:
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difficulty to define tax jurisdiction,
problem of attributing value to data created by users free of charge
dilemma on whether or not e-commerce transactions fall under the category of
royalties
anonymity of cryptocurrency transactions
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4. OECD’s report on BEPS Action 1
Consequence of (i) substantial opportunites for
aggressive tax planning, and (ii) broader challenges for tax
systems
OECD’s objective: align profit taxation with economic
activity and value creation











what is “value creation” in the new economy ?
reliance on internet and open-source approaches, rather than
hardware
generation of revenue merely from user data
cloud computing as a major trend

Sectors to follow closely as per OECD’s final report : IoT,
virtual currencies, robotics, the sharing economy and
collaborative production, access and use of data
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5. OECD’s action plan
4 areas of BEPS opportunities identified









eliminating or reducing tax in market country by avoiding
taxable presence or minimizing income in market country
reducing tax in residence country (transfer of valuable
intangibles to low tax resident affiliates
avoiding withholding taxes
eliminating tax in intermediate countries through specific
contractual payments and the imposition of holding companies

Concept of “value creation” as the foundation for
the OECD’s new approach
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6. OECD and « value creation »
a business creates value if the revenues exceed the
corresponding costs
Core contributors to value creation in the digital
economy:







intangible assets such as IP (brand, design, patents, software)
data (sale of user data to advertisers)

Concrete proposals:
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Revising PE rules: activities formerly characterised as preparatory or
auxiliary are now the core business of digital MNEs (eg Amazon’s
warehousing)
Introducing a concept of taxable nexus based on significant economic
present (sales, frequency of digital transactions, number of users)
Withholding tax on digital transactions (a blunt instrument)
Equalisation levy in nature of consumption tax or data tax
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7. EU study: digital economy tax challenges
2016 study requested by European Parliament's Special
Committee on Tax Rulings
Growing number of EU State investigations against digital
companies (GAFAM) - digital sector highly involved in
aggressive tax planning, ending up with payment of close
to zero taxes
Issues identified:
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circumventing PE status
misuse of patent box regimes intended to promote R&D
treaty shopping or negotiating favourable deals with
governments eager to attract FDI
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8. EU proposals to tax digital economy





introduction of specific taxes on the digital economy
US-inspired minimum 19% tax on global earnings of US
companies, regardless of repatriation of income to US or
not.
ATAD – Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive:








Hybrid mismatches
Interest limitations
CFCs

GAAR
OECD’s Modified Nexus Approach: « substantial activity »
wrt IP box regimes
10
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9. Legal issues from the digital economy





Legal validity and enforceability of “I agree” clicks
Proper law applicable to contracts
Proper forum to hear a dispute where:









Buyer is in Mauritius
Seller is in Ukraine
Intermediary (Amazon, eBay, etc.) is hosted in servers in
Singapore (or even on a cloud)
Product was manufactured in China

Complexity increases in the case of cryptocurrencies
Issues of State sovereignty and jurisdiction: cloud-based
money-laundering, embezzlement or tax fraud
11
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II. BLOCKCHAIN, CRYPTOCURRENCIES AND TAX
(pictured: Bitcoin’s precursor)

1.









Blockchain

Invented by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008
a “continuously growing list of records, called blocks,
which are linked and secured using cryptography. Each
block typically contains a cryptographic hash of the
previous block, a timestamp and transaction data.”
Decentralised: every node owns a copy
Once recorded, data in a block cannot be modified
retroactively without alteration of all subsequent blocks,
which requires collusion of network majority
Exception: hard forks
Reversing a transaction has been equated with « transforming a
chicken nugget back into a chicken »
13
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2.






Blockchain origins

« Byzantine Generals Problem » in game theory
Simpler version: Two-Generals Problem

Boeing777 Aircraft management system
Incentives: proof-of-work – need to invest computing
power to obtain rewards
14
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3.





Blockchain uses

Peer-to-peer blockchain networks = no centralized points
of vulnerability and no central point of failure
Permissionless vs permissioned networks
Elimination of trusted third parties:
Accounting
 Cryptocurrencies (elimination of banks and financial
institutions)
 Copyright registration
 Keeping records: medical records, medical records
 Tracking products: shipping containers, origin of wine,
vegetables, meat, medicine…
 Land registration
 « Smart contracts would eliminate lawyers »
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4.








2-century old Blockchain in Mauritius

Since 1806, implementation of a Blockchain-type land
registry in the Ile de France (former name of Mauritius)
Registers are kept in a sequential ledger, i.e. no insertions
are permitted between entries, only additions after
existing entries
Open ledger: the public, prospective buyers and lenders,
banks, credit agencies, all have access to the Register
Can now be accessed online by authorised professionals:
banks, land surveyors, certain lawyers
Our Blockchain revolution already took place 200 years
ago
But… the modern online version of the ledger could
benefit from Blockchain technology
16
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5. What is money ?









John Locke (1632-1704) vs Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778)
Evolution from the « State of Nature »
Locke : man’s natural right to unlimited property through
labour
Rousseau : social contract to uphold private property
(regulated)
Money, backed by labour and the natural rights of people,
becomes the basis for expansion beyond the subsistence level
of property.
Assets & currency : Directive 2009/110/EC (the e-Money
Directive) :
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“electronic money” means “electronically stored monetary value as
represented by a claim on the issuer which is issued on receipt of
funds for the purpose of making payment transactions […], and which is
accepted by a natural or legal person other than the electronic money
issuer””
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6. Is a cryptocurrency money ?










Blockchain-based algorithm : DLTs and DAOs with 51%
consensus based validations
Value supposedly derived from an arbitrary task:
« mining » - a computer solving a difficult mathematical
problem with a 64-digit solution, rewarded by a Bitcoin
block
No inherent usefulness
Bitcoin is: neither backed by private property,
nor represented by a claim on its issuer.
But (volatile) consensus as to value : currently a total of
£112billion in the case of Bitcoin
18
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7. Alternative cryptocurrencies








No limitations on the creation of other crytocurrencies
(Altcoins): Ethereum (based on « smart contracts », 39b),
Ripple (19b), LiteCoin (6b)…
Why stop here, let’s imagine: Insanecoin (800k), Jesuscoin
(2m), Titcoin (300k)
https://www.coingecko.com/en/price_charts/titcoin/btc
Why not… Ponzicoin : “shill this coin heavily to your family
and friends like a f*****g sociopath” (52k)
Surprisingly... Bananacoin (unlisted)
Dogecoin… a meme worth 320,000,000 USD !
19
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8.











Features of Bitcoin

a digital currency, or cryptocurrency
not underpinned by a central bank
allows people to bypass banks and traditional payment
methods for goods and services
Bitcoin – created by “miners” using high-powered
computers to solve complex mathematical problems –
must be stored online using a digital wallet (itself online
or in a USB drive),
can be bought or sold using exchanges such as Bitstamp,
Bithumb and Kraken
extremely thirsty in terms of electricity consumption
(more than Ireland per annum)
Stone money (rai) in Micronesian islands – Guam, Palau,Yap
20
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2,000-year old v/s new cryptocurrency
Stone money (Yap Island)
Mined from a quarry
Oral history of ownership
Limited quantity (6,000 rai)
Physical ownership
unnecessary (agreed to be
kept in a secure location)
Transfer of ownership
witnessed by the tribe

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
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Bitcoin
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

« Mined » from a machine
Digital history of ownership
Limited quantity (21m BTC)
Physical ownership
unnecessary (agreed to be
kept in a secure wallet)
Transfer of ownership
witnessed by 51% of the
digital tribe
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9.


Why all the hype ?

Inherent nature of a bubble:
Jamie Dimon, CEO JP Morgan : « It is worse than tulip bulbs »
 Warren Buffet: « I can say almost with certainty that they will come to a
bad ending »
 Dave Birch: « one doesn’t invest in bitcoin, one gambles on bitcoin »
F.O.M.O.
The dark side of cryptocurrencies:
 Extremely effective at money laundering (a parallel, unregulated
financial system)
 Used by hackers: ransom currency against virus attacks
 Hacked: Mt Gox exchange, then 64m USD stolen in December 2017
Rare (and purely fortuitous) success stories are overreported in the
media:
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Winklevoss twins, 50 Cent
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50 Cent? More like 800,000,000 cents !

23
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10. « Smart contracts »: more hype!


B.A.S.I.C.
“Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code”, designed in 1964
 Still in use within Microsoft Visual Basic
Examples of command lines
 IF ... THEN ... ELSE—used to perform comparisons or make decisions.
 FOR ... TO ... {STEP} ... NEXT—repeat a section of code a given number of times.
A variable that acts as a counter is available within the loop.
 WHILE ... WEND and REPEAT ... UNTIL—repeat a section of code while the
specified condition is true. The condition may be evaluated before each iteration
of the loop, or after.
 DO ... LOOP {WHILE} or {UNTIL}—repeat a section of code Forever or
While/Until the specified condition is true.
« Smart contracts »
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“the program runs this code and at some point it automatically validates a
condition and it automatically determines whether the asset should go to
one person or back to the other person, or whether it should be immediately
refunded to the person who sent it or some combination thereof”



Inspired by vending machines: payment of amount with coins, product
delivered… Isn’t that smart !
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11. Let’s read a smart contract…

25
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12. An elusive target for taxation


Significance acknowledged by BEPS Action Plan - Action 1
– addressing tax challenges of the digital economy:






“[…] features include mobility, reliance on data, network effects, the
spread of multi-sided business models, a tendency toward monopoly or
oligopoly and volatility”

2015 OECD Final Report on Action 1:
 “Policy issues posed by the anonymous nature of transactions. Bitcoin
transactions can be made on an entirely anonymous basis, since no
personally identifying information is required to be provided to
acquire or transact in bitcoins”
Public comments received by OECD on the tax challenges
of digitalisation as at November 2017
 “the impact of virtual currencies can be overwhelming.There is no
sovereignty and there is no financial system in the virtual world.
Transactions are peer-to-peer, unstoppable and instant across any
boundary. How to establish an international tax system if there
is no nation?” – Pedro Mariani, Brazil
26
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13. Practical avenues for taxing BTC












Current thinking too conservative, focused on VAT/GST in Amazon, AirBnB
or Uber scenarios
Disrupting the tax treaty mindset (MLI already a first step)
Football vs Quidditch (!)
From land to space – multilateral treaties
Allocation of taxing rights? Location of Bitcoin exchange, location of 51% of
computing power, location of wallet, location of recipient (Modified Nexus)
If BEPS is about taxing where value is created, where does that happen with
cryptocurrencies ? At mining level ?
Taxation as a commodity ?
Asset taxes (wealth tax, inheritance tax, CGT)
Taxation at the choke point : each conversion into fiat currencies, at a defined rate
(withholding tax applied by the exchange) – requires participation of all Central
Banks. But would lead to distortion. If tax is 5%, will encourage massive bitcoin
conversions. If too high, will choke cryptocurrencies.
Will only succeed if Bitcoin is regulated – else no penalty will be effective.

27
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14. Delaware: successful use of BlockChain


Delaware – the USA’s international financial centre











Is to the US what Mauritius is to Africa (and part of Asia)
A hub for the incorporation of companies under a favourable legal
and fiscal regime – over two-thirds of Fortune 500 corporations
Legal requirement to keep registers of shareholders
Breaking news : since Tuesday 1 August 2017, new law allows
corporations to maintain shareholder lists through BlockChain (an
enabling, not excluding, legislation) : An Act To Amend Title 8 Of The
Delaware Code Relating To The General Corporation Law
Facilitates verifications of fact, without detriment to legal rights
Easier due diligence means efficiency of economic transactions
Unresolved yet : what about beneficial ownership vs legal ownership ?

Lawyers welcomed the reform
28
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15. BlockChain and Taxation









Blockchain could embed tax compliance in the processes
businesses use to transact, thus eliminating compliance
cost and classic avenues for non-compliance.
IBM and shipping giant Maersk – intend to transfer 10 out of
70 million global containers on blockchain by end 2017
compliance and collection costs fall re. customs duties and
tariffs leviable on each container
online Register Of Legal Organisations (ROLO) “for the
real-time identification of organisations and up-to-date trusted
attributes about those organisations, to support a wide range of
digital compliance and business requirements” - a worldwide
register of beneficial owners.
Total elimination of transfer pricing
Withholding taxes on dividends, interest and royalties
29
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16. An opportunity for Mauritius as IFC








Tax evasion permanently eliminated
Low-value tax avoidance eliminated : the Swiss business
model becomes obsolete
High-value tax planning becomes the new Holy Grail
Upstream structuring of transactions
Third-party legal ownership & custody services become
vital (trustee services)
Mauritius as a leader in Africa – like Delaware,
demonstrating our ability to combine legal certainty with
administrative efficiency
30
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Further queries:
Ashvin Krishna Dwarka
Tax Law Practitioner, Civil-law notary

Founder and CEO of:
BlockChain Ltd
BlockChain Notarial Services Ltd


(+230) 208 72 38 / (+230) 5498 0013


ashvin@dwarkachambers.com

LinkedIn: http://mu.linkedin.com/pub/ashvin-krishna-dwarka/11/786/8a4
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